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Summary

Applying seismic reflection imaging on a global scale is
hard due to the (locally) sparse source distribution. We
approach this problem with seismic interferometry (SI).
In this paper, we derive an expression for global-scale
SI and test it on a simplified 2D acoustic lossless Earth
model. When we use responses from sources placed
all around the model, we can reconstruct the full and
multiple-free response due to a simulated source at one
of the receiver positions. When we miss the responses
from near-offset sources, we can still reconstruct the full
Green’s function. We currently investigate which events
in the Green’s function we can still reconstruct properly
when responses from sources in the mid- and far-offset
range are missing.

Introduction

Seismic reflection imaging has shown its virtues on ex-
ploration scale, but has little been applied on a global
scale due to the sparse source distribution; the earthquake
hypocenters are mainly along the active lithospheric plate
boundaries. This problem can be approached with Seis-
mic Interferometry (SI).

In recent years there has been considerable progress in
the development of SI techniques; for an overview see,
e.g., Wapenaar et al. (2004), Schuster et al. (2004) and
Campillo (2006). A source can be simulated at any re-
ceiver position by the application of a correlation integral.
By measuring the responses of a medium at a receiver
due to a number of sources and correlating these with
the responses due to the same sources measured at other
receivers and subsequently stacking the contributions of
the different sources, the Green’s function of the medium
is reconstructed as if from a source at one of the receiver
positions and receivers at the others.

The application of SI techniques on a global scale would
simulate source locations at places where naturally no
earthquakes occur. In this way, it would be possible to
create a denser sampling of common-source gathers, im-
proving the application of reflection imaging on a global
scale.

In this paper, we derive a new correlation integral for
global scale SI and verify it with numerical modeling.

Theory

Wapenaar and Fokkema (2006) derived relations for SI for

State A: State B:
free surface no free surface

wavefield P̂A Ĝp,f (x,xA, ω) Ĝp,q
0 (x,xB , ω)

x ∈ ID V̂i,A Ĝv,f
i (x,xA, ω) Ĝv,q

0,i (x,xB , ω)

wavefield P̂A δ(x− xA) Ĝp,q
0 (x,xB , ω)

x ∈ ∂ID V̂i,A Ĝv,f
i (x,xA, ω) Ĝv,q

0,i (x,xB , ω)

source Q̂A 0 δ(x− xB)

xB ∈ ID F̂i,A 0 0

Table 1: States for the acoustic reciprocity theorem.

exploration purposes starting with a reciprocity theorem
of the correlation type. Here we follow their approach
and start with the reciprocity relation in the frequency
domain:

I
∂ID

(P̂ ∗
AV̂i,B + V̂ ∗

i,AP̂B)nd2x =

Z
ID

(P̂ ∗
AQ̂B + V̂ ∗

i,AF̂i,B + F̂ ∗
i,AV̂i,B + Q∗

APB)nd2x. (1)

In equation 1, P̂ and V̂i denote the pressure and particle
velocity (the hat above the symbols denote that they are
in the frequency domain; i stands for the components of

a vector in space); Q̂ and F̂i are the volume injection rate
and force sources; A and B stand for two acoustic states in
one and the same domain; ID stands for a domain contain-
ing a lossless inhomogeneous acoustic medium, enclosed
by a surface ∂ID.

The representation for state A and state B that we use in
this paper are listed in Table 1. The first and second su-

perscript of the Green’s function Ĝ denote, respectively,
the observed response type (p - pressure; v - particle veloc-
ity) and the source type (f - force; q - injection rate). The
subscripts 0 denotes response without free-surface multi-
ples and i denotes the direction in which the observed

quantity is measured. Ĝ(x,xA, ω) is the response of the
medium observed at x, due to a source in xA. State A is
an approximate physical representation of an earthquake
occurring in the Earth. State B is a representation of an
earthquake occurring in an Earth without free surface.
State B can be extracted out of State A using, e.g., sur-
face related multiple elimination, see Berkhout and Ver-
schuur (1997) and Verschuur and Berkhout (1997). ∂ID is
taken just below the free surface. In state A, we choose
a delta function as a directional source f located on the
Earth’s surface (the free surface), see Figure 1a. In state
B, we choose an omnidirectional source q just within the
domain ID, see Figure 1b. The wavefields are registered
at ∂ID. Substituting the representation (Table 1) in equa-
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Fig. 1: Location of xA, xB and x on the simplified 2D acoustic
Earth model. Starting just below the Earth’s surface, a domain
ID, enclosed by the surface ∂ID, covers the whole inner space of
the Earth. P and Vi describe the wavefields within ID and on
∂ID due to a source in xA or xB . (a) State A, Earth with free
surface; xi,A lays just outside ID, on the free surface. (b) State
B, Earth without free surface; xB lays just within ID.

tion 1 and making use of the sifting property of the delta
function yields

I
∂ID

{Ĝvr,f (x,xA, ω)}∗Ĝp,q
0 (x,xB , ω)d2x =

Ĝp,f (xB ,xA, ω)
∗ − Ĝvr,q

0 (xA,xB , ω). (2)

In equation 2 only the radial direction of the particle ve-
locity, denoted by vr, remains by the vector multiplication
between Gv

i and n. Applying source-receiver reciprocity
and the inverse Fourier transform, gives the expression in
the time domain:

I
∂ID

Gvr,f (xA,x,−t) ∗Gp,q
0 (xB ,x, t)d2x =

Gp,f (xB ,xA,−t) + Gp,f
0 (xB ,xA, t). (3)

Equation 3 is the global-scale SI relation.

Modeling

Relation 3 is numerically tested on a simplified 2D acous-
tic lossless Earth model based on the Preliminary Refer-
ence Earth Model, see Dziewonski and Anderson (1981).
The medium parameters vary only in the radial direction
(r), see Figure 2.

In state A, an omnidirectional source is placed just be-
low the free surface. The interference between the direct
and free-surface-reflected wavefield gives effectively a di-
rectional source located at the free surface. As a source
we use the first derivative of a Gaussian wavelet.

The resulting wavefield is modeled with a staggered finite-
difference scheme of the acoustic wave equation. p and vr

are registered at a position just below the Earth’s surface.
Figure 5 shows the Earth’s response measured at 0◦ epi-
central distance, due to sources all around the model, for
(a) state A and (b) state B. These are the radial particle
velocity and pressure Green’s functions convolved with a
source wavelet.

Fig. 2: The smoothed version of PREM. The P-wave velocity
Vp and density ρ are depicted as functions of the radius r. The
radius is chosen to be zero at the center of the Earth. With
increasing r, subsequently the inner core-outer core bound-
ary, the outer core-mantle boundary and the crust-atmosphere
boundary (free surface) are encountered. The discontinuities
in the upper mantle and crust are not considered in this model.

Numerical verification

After having modeled Gvr,f (xA,x, t) and Gp,q
0 (xB ,x, t),

we test the correlation integral, equation 3. The first step
is a crosscorrelation between the anti-causal vr-response
with free-surface multiples measured at xA, with the
multiple-free p-response measured at xB . The result is
an intercorrelation gather, as visualized in Figure 3. The
different traces correspond to different sources. The sec-
ond step is depicted in Figure 4. It is an integration over
all the sources, which comes down to a stacking of all
the traces in the intercorrelation gather. As explained by
Wapenaar et al. (2004), events around stationary phases
should add up to simulate physical events and all the
other energy should cancel. The resulting single trace
has a causal as well as an anti-causal part. According to
equation 3, the anti-causal part should be the p-response
at xB as if from a source at xA. The causal part should
be the corresponding multiple-free p-response.

Steps 1 and 2 are repeated for all xB ’s around the model.
The first 3000 seconds of the result are depicted in Figures
6a and 6b. The input for the correlation integral had a
modeling time of 6000 seconds. Comparing Figure 6 with
Figure 5, it can be seen that indeed we have reconstructed
the full and multiple-free Green’s function, measured at
all epicentral distances, due to a simulated source at xA.
Figure 6b looks more noisy due to correlation artifacts.

Towards application

In reality one would like to simulate a source on a place
where no earthquakes occur. This would be identical
with at least missing the zero and near-offset traces of
the common-receiver gather. In Table 1 the pressure re-
sponse has been represented as a delta pulse. But when
the locations at/near the source are missing, the pressure
response detected at/near the free surface approximates
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Fig. 3: Visualization of the integrand of equation 3. The left
panel depicts the time reversed response of state A recorded
at 0◦ epicentral distance. It is correlated with the response of
State B recorded at −90◦ epicentral distance (middle panel).
The right panel shows the resulting intercorrelation gather.

Fig. 4: Visualization of the integration process. The traces in
the intercorrelation gather (left) are summed to produce the
trace in the middle panel. The causal and anti-causal part are
depicted separately.

zero. Replacing P̂A = δ(x− xA) at x ∈ ∂ID with P̂A = 0
in Table 1 and repeating the derivation as has been made
in the theory part, we obtain

I
∂ID

Gvr,f (xA,x,−t) ∗Gp,q
0 (xB ,x, t)d2x =

Gp,f (xB ,xA,−t). (4)

Equation 4 states that we can only reconstruct the re-
sponse including the free-surface multiples, when no mea-
surements of near sources are available.

We repeat the numerical validation, as described in the
previous section, but now without using the near-offset
traces in the modeled responses. Figure 7a shows the
result. It was produced using 2880 sources around the
model. Comparing it with Figure 5 we see that the
Green’s function is correctly reconstructed and the cor-
relation noise is canceled out almost perfectly. Contrary
to this, when using only 1440 sources around the model
a lot of correlation noise is left, as can be seen on Figure
7b.

Discussion and Conclusions

In the previous section, we showed what happens if we do

not have measurements in the near offset. In reality, we
will not have a dense (earthquake) source distribution in
some mid- and far-offsets either. As can be shown with
stationary phase analysis, having dense source distribu-
tion only at certain epicentral distances, will reconstruct
correctly only specific events in the Green’s function. This
is currently under investigation.

The representation used here, see Table 1 and Figure 1, is
only valid for sources and receivers positioned all within
one wavelength from the free surface. When this is not the
case we may have to revise the representation and deriva-
tion. Additionally, in reality we have an elastic 3D Earth
with many extra complexities. Also these extensions are
currently under investigation.

In conclusion, we derived an acoustic correlation integral
for global-scale SI and verified it with numerical mod-
eling results. When responses from sources all over the
simplified Earth model are available, then the correlation
integral reconstructs the Earth’s Green’s function from a
simulated source. When no near-offset sources are being
used in the integration process, we can still reconstruct
the Green’s function with free surface multiples as long
as the sampling of real source locations is dense enough.
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Fig. 5: The modeled reflection re-
sponses of the Earth. The horizontal
axis shows epicentral distance in de-
grees and the vertical axis shows time
in seconds; (a) state A, the modeled
p-response including surface multiples;
(b) state B, the modeled vr-response,
without the free-surface multiples.

Fig. 6: The result of the numerical ver-
ification, using equation 3, for a simu-
lated source (xA) at 0◦ epicentral dis-
tance and receivers (xB) at all epi-
central distances. The horizontal axis
shows epicentral distance in degrees and
the vertical axis shows time in seconds;
(a) the time-reversed anti-causal result;
(b) the causal result.

Fig. 7: The result of the numerical ver-
ification, using equation 4, for a simu-
lated source (xA) at 0◦ epicentral dis-
tance and receivers (xB) at all epi-
central distances. The horizontal axis
shows epicentral distance in degrees and
the vertical axis shows time in sec-
onds; (a) the time-reversed anti-causal
result using 2880 sources; (b) the time-
reversed anti-causal result using 1440
sources.


